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THE GREEN GRID DISPELS “ARCHAIC” IDEAS AROUND IT EQUIPMENT
TOLERANCES TO HEAT AND HUMIDITY
New Reliability Report Helps Data Center and Facility Managers Better Understand Data Center
Cooling
PORTLAND, Ore. – October 23, 2012 – The Green Grid, the global authority on resource efficient
information technology and data centers, today announced the availability of its Data Center
Efficiency and IT Equipment Reliability report. The report details the latest research on the
robustness of modern IT equipment, along with new practices that enable data center operators to
reduce and eliminate the need for mechanical air conditioning.

Currently, the perception of the data center’s equipment tolerance to heat and humidity is based on
practices dating back to the 1950s, resulting in an unnecessary waste of resources and carbon. In its
latest report The Green Grid shows how data centers can run at significantly higher temperatures and
humidity levels without affecting overall equipment failure rates.
“The common perception of the IT network, server and storage equipment is that it operates within
very tight environmental tolerances, but this is a belief based on data center practices from the
1950s,” said Harkeeret Singh, Global Head of Energy & Sustainability Technology for The Green
Grid. “These practices are archaic, predicated as they are on maintaining constant and narrowlydefined temperature and humidity levels. In practice, modern equipment can tolerate periods of much
greater heat and humidity, with no significant effect on failure rates.”
In today’s data centers, if periods of high humidity are balanced with periods of more favorable
environmental conditions, where water- and air-side economizers can be used for cooling, data
centers can reduce reliance on mechanical chillers without any detriment to overall failure rates. This
builds directly on The Green Grid’s recently-updated cooling maps, a resource which helps data
center operators and owners take advantage of free cooling from ambient air temperature.

The new report, which is free to members of The Green Grid, gives users a comprehensive and
detailed understanding of suitable IT operating ranges. The report also provides techniques for better
temperature and airflow management in facilities as well as implications for data center design and
operations.

While data centers may not be ready to completely do away with mechanical cooling, The Green
Grid believes that the industry is making constant progress in minimizing the need for air
conditioning thanks to economizers, better data center design and more efficient operating practices.
The Green Grid’s Data Centre Efficiency and IT Equipment Reliability report is an important step
towards the goal of eventually eliminating the need for mechanical cooling, while enabling data
center operators to make immediate savings in costs and carbon from their operations today.

For more information about Data Center Efficiency and IT Equipment Reliability or to download the
full report, please visit: www.thegreengrid.org/en/Global/Content/white-papers/WP50DataCenterEfficiencyandITEquipmentReliabilityatWiderOperatingTemperatureandHumidityRanges

About The Green Grid
The Green Grid is a global consortium of companies, government agencies, educational institutions
and individuals dedicated to advancing resource efficiency in information technology and data
centers with a holistic approach, including all IT, facility and infrastructure systems. In 2012, The
Green Grid welcomed Climate Savers® Computing Initiative under its brand to build on its success
in promoting resource efficiency and sustainability across the energy ecosystem. Climate Savers
Computing Initiative focuses on reducing energy consumption, costs and carbon emissions from
computing equipment by promoting the adoption of efficient technologies and power management
strategies. As the global authority on resource efficient information technology and data centers,
The Green Grid spans the entire computing and communications ecosystem – from data centers to
personal computers – and will continue to provide the global IT industry with metrics, tools and best
practices to improve resource efficiency.
The Green Grid does not endorse vendor-specific products or solutions, and instead seeks to provide
industry-wide recommendations on best practices, metrics and technologies that will improve overall
resource efficiencies. Membership is open to organizations at the Contributor, General or Associate
Member levels, and individuals at the Individual or Supporter Member levels.
For more information, visit www.thegreengrid.org or connect with The Green Grid on Twitter
@TheGreenGrid, Facebook http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Green-Grid/263092707057658
and LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2492375
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